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ABSTRACT – The year 2019 marks the 100th anniversary of the death of Ernst Haeckel
(1834–1919), a German zoologist, philosopher and technical artist, who defended and
supplemented Charles Darwin’s system of theories dealing with the mechanisms of biological
evolution. While Haeckel adopted almost all of the developments in the biosciences during his
lifetime (like morphology, paleonotology, systematics, embryology etc.), he excluded genetics almost
entirely from his intellectual musings. This problem is briefly addressed in the following article.

INTRODUCTION
The ideas presented by Charles Darwin (1809–1882) in his 1859 book On the Origin of
Species were received with great enthusiasm in Germany by researchers like Ernst Haeckel,
August Weismann (1834–1914) and Oscar Hertwig (1849–1922). Haeckel published his
main scientific contribution in 1866, the two-volume Generelle Morphologie der Organismen.
The ideas presented therein were popularised by Haeckel in 1868, when Natürliche
Schöpfungsgeschichte (Natural History of Creation) was published and (unlike Generelle
Morphologie) translated into several languages. Haeckel used comparative anatomy and
embryology as ways to prove the theory of common descendance. Like Johann Friedrich
Meckel (1781–1833) and his school, Haeckel also placed great theoretical emphasis on the
parallel between the stages of development of the embryo and the series from lower to higher
forms of animals studied in comparative anatomy and systematics. Haeckel used the term
“Entwicklung” (development) for both the development of the individual and the
“development” of species over time. To these two parallels he added a third, which was based
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on palaeontological data. In the threefold parallelism of the phyletic (palaeontological),
biontic (individual) and systematic developments he saw one of the greatest, most wonderful
and important phenomena in organic nature (HAECKEL 1866, II: 371ff). Haeckel regarded
this “threefold genealogical parallelism” as the fundamental law of organic development, or
in short, the ‘biogenetic law’. Haeckel used his biogenetic law as a means of arguing the
fundamental truth of organic evolution. As to the actual means by which evolution proceeds,
Haeckel as well as Darwin supported both natural selection and Lamarckian mechanisms.
Furthermore, Darwinism served as the foundation of his worldview that he presented as an
alternative to a religious worldview – a doctrine of monism. In order to emphasize the lack
of supernatural forces as causal agents in this doctrine, Haeckel coined the term ‘scientific
materialism’ (1887: p. 35). His doctrine influenced not only scientists but also politicians
scattered widely along the political spectrum (HOßFELD 2010, 2016).
Gregor J. Mendel also published his Versuche über Pflanzenhybriden in 1866. In contrast
to Mendel who presented experimentally derived and statistically-backed test results, Haeckel’s
concepts of inheritance remained merely speculative. While Mendel’s work later gained
prominence as “Mendelian Laws” and together with “Chromosome theory” subsequently
formed the basis of modern genetics, Haeckel’s ideas regarding inheritance disappeared from
stage during the course of the 20th century along with other neo-Lamarckian doctrines
(STUBBE 1965, USCHMANN 1971, KRAUSSE 1984, SOHN 1996).
Haeckel’s afterword entitled “Genetica” (reproduced here) was published in 1922
and is identical to the 16th edition of the Altenburg lecture. His short text offers an
impressive look at Haeckel’s “genetic ideas” in addition to those outlined in Generelle
Morphologie der Organismen (1866).

Fig. 1. Ernst Haeckel in his laboratory in
the Buitenzorg Botanical Gardens on the
Island of Java, 1901 (courtesy: archive
U. H.).
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Ernst Heinrich Philipp August Haeckel was a key figure during the early years of the
first “Darwinian revolution”, a time period when the foundation of our modern
evolutionary view of the biosphere was formed. Born 16 February 1834 in Potsdam,
Haeckel graduated from Cathedral gymnasium Merseburg, and then went on to study
medicine at the Universities of Berlin (Johannes Müller, Alexander Braun), Würzburg
(Albert v. Koelliker, Rudolf Virchow, Johann J. von Scherer) and Vienna. When Haeckel
was 23 years old (1857), he earned his “Dr. med.” with the work De telis quibusdam astaci
fluviatilis (Ueber die Gewebe des Flußkrebses/About the Histology of River Crayfish), and
started to work as a physician. He soon gave up practicing medicine, however, after having
contact with suffering patients. After four years of experimental work on the systematics of
the Radiolaria and many scientific expeditions, Haeckel earned his Habilitation at the
University of Jena (1861) and became a Privatdozent (Lecturer). When his first major
monograph on the systematics of the Radiolaria was published (Haeckel 1862), he was
promoted to an extraordinary (a. o.) Professor. Three years later, Haeckel earned
a doctorate in zoology (Dr. phil.) under the supervision of Philosophical faculty (13 July
1865). In the same year, he was appointed to the first chair (Lehrstuhl) of zoology at the
University of Jena. Here, he continued to work as a Full (o.) Professor until his retirement
(Emeritierung) on 1 April 1909. Accordingly, Haeckel was 75 years old when he gave up
his duties as an academic teacher, after almost 50 years in office at his Alma Mater.
Haeckel published approximately 700 journal and newspaper articles and 17 major books.
In addition, his artwork, also comprised more than 100 illustrations and watercolours.
These were compiled and published in his Kunstformen der Natur (HAECKEL 1899/1904,
1905). Ernst Haeckel died on 9 August 1919, at age 85, in his Villa Medusa in Jena
(KRAUSSE 1984, HOSSFELD 2010).
HAECKEL’S “GENETIC” VIEW
Haeckel’s first comprehensive statements regarding inheritance were published in
General Morphology in 1866. In the 19th chapter of the second volume, there is a subchapter
IV entitled “Erblichkeit und Vererbung” (Hereditary-Potential1 and Inheritance) (pages
170–191). Here he defined heritable-potential (atavism) as a virtual force, whereas
inheritance (hereditas) was described as the actual output of the organic individual and
postulate thereby his “Grundgesetz der Erblichkeit” (General Law of HereditaryPotential2): “Aehnliches erzeugt Aehnliches” (Like begets like) (1866, II, pp. 170–171). He
also differentiated between “conservative inheritance” or the inheritance of hereditable
characters3 and “progressive inheritance” or the inheritance of acquired characteristics4
(Ibid. pp. 176ff). In his opinion, the manifestations of hereditary-potential are rooted in the
material continuity between parents and offspring, whereby conservative inheritance is
linked to the nucleus and progressive inheritance to the plasma. Haeckel’s hybridization
concept is integrated into his general view of conservative inheritance (see overview below).
Although he was not aware of it, Haeckel was addressing the same questions that Mendel
was interested in, but Haeckel did not pursue them any further. Ten years later (1876)
Haeckel supplemented his original ideas with his hypothesis of the “Perigenese der
Plastidule” (Perigenesis of Plastidule5) whereby perigenesis was the dynamic life force or as
Haeckel described it, the “wave-live generation of the life particles” that in principle acted
as the mechanical transmission of specific molecular movements of the so-called
“plastidule” – molecules that consisted of “life and development materials”. In Haeckel’s
view, the adaptation to environmental influences was possible due to a rearrangement of
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atoms that caused a subsequent change in the movement of the plastidule, which gives rise
to variation in the organisms themselves (belief in the inheritance of acquired
characters)(Ibid., p. 178). He postulated the following laws of inheritance:
A.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
B.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Gesetze der conservativen Verebung [Laws of conservative inheritance]
Gesetz der ununterbrochenen oder continuirlichen Vererbung [Law of uninterupted
or continual inheritance]
Gesetz der unterbrochenen oder verborgenen oder abwechselnden Vererbung [Law
of interupted or concealed or alternate inheritance]
Gesetz der geschlechtlichen Vererbung [Law of sexual inheritance]
Gesetz der gemischten oder beiderseitigen Vererbung [Law of hybrid or reciprocal
inheritance]
Gesetz der abgekürzten oder vereinfachten Vererbung [Law of abbreviated or
simplified inheritance]
Gesetze der progressiven Vererbung [Laws of progressive inheritance]
Gesetz der angepassten oder erworbenen Vererbung [Law of adapted or acquired
inheritance]
Gesetz der befestigten Vererbung [Law of secured inheritance]
Gesetz der gleichörtlichen Vererbung [Law of equal-location inheritance]
Gesetz der gleichzeitlichen Vererbung [Law of simultaneous inheritance]

At the center of the Haeckelian discussion (reprint) is his monist philosophy. As
a worldview, monism claims to contribute to the general understanding of the world. For
Haeckel monism, which postulated the fundamental unity of the world including mind and
matter, was simultaneously an ethical worldview and a research program in the natural
sciences (STEWART et al. 2019). This type of science-based monism was purported not only
by Ernst Haeckel but also by Wilhelm Ostwald (1853–1923) and Auguste Forel (1848–1931).
For Haeckel, the fundamental principle of monism is the so-called “Substangesetz”
(Law of Substance), which he described in his work Die Welträthsel (1899) and it consists
of the Basic Law of the Conservation of the Matter according to Lavoisier (material
constant) and the Basic Law of the Conservation of Force according to Meyer and
Helmholtz (energy constant). In his book Lebenswunder (1904), Haeckel adds the third
aspect to his principle to his Law of Substance, the “Psychom” or principle of sensation
(WEBER & HOSSFELD 2006, NÖTHLICH et al. 2006). The subsection “Monism and
Genetics” in the reprint clearly illustrates this line of argumentation. Yet, what he meant
by “general and specific genetics” remains unclear.
Haeckel was at least made aware of Mendel’s work and its merits in a letter on May
14, 1902 by Alois Schindler, Mendel's nephew (USCHMANN 1971). Whether Haeckel
actually read the Erich Tschermak edited version of the Pflanzenhybriden that Schindler sent
him could, however, not be proven (Ibid., pp. 312–13). Regardless of whether or not Haeckel
did in fact read Pflanzenhybriden, he did not acknowledge Mendel’s work and instead
remained faithful to his own arguments, which he established in 1866 and further developed
throughout his life. It thus comes as no surprise that he later welcomed Richard Semon’s
(1859–1918) “Mneme” theory which incorporated neo-Lamarckian perspectives. In his
mneme hypothesis, Semon attempted to bring together “all those phenomena in the organic
world that involve reproduction of any kind” into a unified concept. Both Haeckel’s and
Semon’s (1904, 1912) neo-Lamarckian ideas were rejected by their contemporaries, such as
August Weismann and Wilhelm Johannsen (1857–1927), as well as all modern geneticists.
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Although the German word “Erblichkeit” is most often translated as either ‘heredity’ or ‘heritability’ in English, neither of the modern uses of these terms actually represent the idea that Haeckel was trying to express.
We have thus intentionally used a new nomenclature, “Hereditary-Potential” for the word “Erblichkeit” to
highlight the intention behind Haeckel’s use of the word.
The use of the neologism ‘Hereditary-Potential’ also allows us here to differentiate between Haeckel’s proposed Law of Hereditary-Potential and Mendel’s Law of Heredity.
“Each organism transfers the same morphological and physiological characteristics to its descendants, which
it inherited from its parents and ancestors” (188, II, p. 178).
“Each organism transfers not only the morphological and physiological characteristics to its descendants that
it inherited from its parents, but also transfers properties that it acquired itself during its individual existence
through adaptation.” (Ibid., p. 179).
Plastidule in modern biology is a small particle of protoplasm.
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